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SHORT JUSTIFICATION

The draft Directive published states its objective is to “achieve, maintain and continuously 
improve nuclear safety in the Community and to enhance the role of the regulatory bodies”.
However, the proposal does not seek to introduce powers that would enable it to achieve this 
objective, and will have no additional safety value.

The Commission proposal is the third attempt within a decade to introduce new rules on 
nuclear safety.  The first, in November 2002, stated that:

“In order to attain the Community objectives regarding radioprotection (...), it is essential as 
a first stage to define the basic obligations and general principles on the safety of nuclear 
installations (...). This will at a later stage be complemented by the establishment of common 
standards and control mechanisms in order to guarantee a high level of safety (...)”.

However, what in 2002 was seen as essential now seems unimportant. In the 2003 revisions 
the requirement for introducing basic obligations and common standards was removed and 
replaced by Community mechanisms to ensure adherence to common nuclear safety 
principles, notably including a Community verification scheme. 

However, the latest proposal for a Directive has now excluded this mechanism and there will 
be no Community verification.  Instead the draft directive will only enforce the requirements 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency’s Convention on Nuclear Safety (CNS).  This 
requires only the publication of an annual report on the status of the nuclear sector and 
subjecting the report to peer review by other contracting parties of the Convention. All 
Member States that operate nuclear power plants are already contracting parties to the 
Convention.  The Commission supplies no examples of where an EU Member State has failed 
to comply with the Convention.

The main criticism of the current draft is that it is proposing legislation only for the sake of 
legislating, and that it will bring no additional safety requirements.  This view was even raised 
by the Commission’s Impact Assessment Board, which twice voiced concerns over the lack of 
added value of the directive.

There are real and justified concerns over nuclear safety standards and practices being 
deployed in the EU.  As a general trend the safety margins of nuclear facilities decrease as 
they approach the end of their design lives. As noted ‘a large number of currently operating 
plants in the EU will come to the end of their originally foreseen lifetimes before 2030’.1
Consequently, there is a real need for measures which help reduce nuclear risks.

Rather than introduce an enforcement mechanism of questionable value for an existing 
international convention the draft directive must propose a mechanism which will introduce 
and enforce common safety standards that require state of the art or best available technology, 
practices and regulatory regimes are introduced to all nuclear facilities in operation in the EU.   

                                               
1 European Commission 2008;  Commission Staff Working Document, Accompanying document to the Proposal 
for a Council Directive (Euratom) setting up a Community framework for Nuclear Safety Impact Assessment,  
SEC (2008) 2892,  26th January 2008
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Only then can EU citizens be confident that all that can be done is done, in order to reduce the 
risk of nuclear accidents. Unless this is achieved the directive should not be adopted.

AMENDMENTS

The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety calls on the Committee 
on Industry, Research and Energy, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following 
amendments in its report:

Amendment 1

Proposal for a directive
Recital 12 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(12a) In order to attain the Community 
objectives regarding nuclear safety 
mentioned in Article 1(1), it is essential as 
a first stage to define the basic obligations 
and general principles on the safety of 
nuclear installations in this framework 
Directive. This should at a later stage be 
complemented by the adoption of common 
standards and control mechanisms, to be 
developed by the Western European 
Nuclear Regulators' Association 
(WENRA) and in close collaboration with 
the European High Level Group on
Nuclear Safety and Waste Management in 
consultation with the European 
Parliament, in order to guarantee the 
highest level of safety, which takes into 
account the latest technological 
developments and which can be defined 
as ‘state of the art’.

Justification

In order to achieve the highest level of safety of nuclear installations, this framework 
Directive aims at setting out basic obligations and general principles, on the basis of which 
common safety standards will be adopted upon review of this Directive within two years from 
its entry into force. 
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Amendment 2

Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – paragraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1. This Directive aims at achieving, 
maintaining and continuously improving 
nuclear safety in the Community and to 
enhance the role of the national regulatory 
bodies.

1. This Directive aims at achieving, 
maintaining and continuously improving 
nuclear safety in the Community and to 
enhance the role of the national regulatory 
bodies by setting out the basic obligations 
and general principles guaranteeing a 
high level of safety of nuclear 
installations, and creating the necessary 
framework for the adoption of common 
safety standards.

Justification

In order to achieve the highest level of safety of nuclear installations, this framework 
Directive aims at setting out basic obligations and general principles, on the basis of which 
common safety standards will be adopted upon review of this Directive within two years from 
its entry into force. 

Amendment 3

Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. It shall apply to the design, siting, 
construction, maintenance, operation and 
decommissioning of nuclear installations, 
for which consideration of safety is 
required under the legislative and 
regulatory framework of the Member State 
concerned.

2. It shall apply to the design, siting, 
construction, maintenance, operation and 
decommissioning of nuclear installations, 
for which consideration of safety is 
required under the legislative and 
regulatory framework of the Member State 
concerned, EU law and the Convention on 
Nuclear Safety.

Justification

The effective safety can be achieved through harmonized binding measures and safety 
standards.

Amendment 4
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Proposal for a directive
Article 3 – paragraph 1 – subparagraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1. The prime responsibility for the safety of 
nuclear installations shall rest with the 
holder of the license under the control of 
the regulatory body. The safety measures 
and controls to be implemented in a 
nuclear installation shall be decided only
by the regulatory body and applied by the 
licence holder.

1. The prime responsibility for the safety of 
nuclear installations shall rest with the 
holder of the license under the control of 
the regulatory body. The safety measures 
and controls to be implemented in a 
nuclear installation shall be decided on the 
basis of EU and international standards 
and the best available technology by the 
regulatory body and applied by the licence 
holder.

Justification

The effective safety can be achieved through harmonized binding measures and safety 
standards and the best available technology should be applied by each Member State.

Amendment 5

Proposal for a directive
Article 3 – paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. Member States shall establish and 
maintain a legislative and regulatory 
framework to govern the safety of nuclear 
installations. This shall include national 
safety requirements, a system of licensing 
and control of nuclear installations and the 
prohibition of their operation without a 
licence and a system of regulatory 
supervision including the necessary 
enforcement.

2. Member States shall establish and 
maintain a legislative and regulatory 
framework, based on EU and 
international best available practices, to 
govern the safety of nuclear installations. 
This shall include national safety 
requirements, a system of licensing and 
control of nuclear installations and the 
prohibition of their operation without a 
licence and a system of regulatory 
supervision including the necessary 
enforcement.

Justification

In order to achieve real safety in the whole Europe, the requirements and measures for their 
obeying have to be harmonized and BAP should be applied by every Member State.

Amendment 6
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Proposal for a directive
Article 4 – paragraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1. Member States shall ensure that the 
regulatory body is effectively independent 
of all organisations whose task is to 
promote, operate nuclear installations or 
justify societal benefits and free from any 
influence that may affect the safety.

1. Member States shall ensure that the 
regulatory body is effectively independent 
of all organisations whose task is to 
promote, design, construct, operate nuclear 
installations or deal with fuel enrichment, 
spent fuel storage or reprocessing; or 
justify societal benefits and free from any 
influence that may affect the safety.

Justification

All prerequisites for an independent decision should be ensured.

Amendment 7

Proposal for a directive
Article 4 – paragraph 5

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

5. At least every ten years the regulatory 
body shall submit itself and the national 
regulatory system to an international peer 
review aimed at continuously improving 
the regulatory infrastructure.

5. At least every five years the regulatory 
body shall submit itself and the national 
regulatory system to an international peer 
review aimed at continuously improving 
the regulatory infrastructure.

Justification

Nuclear technology develops fast and 10 years is too long a period in terms of ensuring 
nuclear safety.

Amendment 8

Proposal for a directive
Article 6 – paragraph 1 – subparagraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

They shall in particular ensure that the 
applicable principles laid down in the 
IAEA safety fundamentals are 

They shall in particular ensure that the 
applicable principles laid down in the 
IAEA safety fundamentals are 
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implemented to ensure a high level of 
safety in nuclear installations, including 
inter alia effective arrangements against
potential radiological hazards, accident 
prevention and response, ageing 
management, long term management of all 
produced radioactive materials and 
information of the population and the 
authorities of neighbouring States.

implemented to ensure a high level of 
safety in nuclear installations, including 
inter alia effective arrangements against 
potential radiological hazards, accident 
prevention and response, ageing 
management, long term management of all 
produced radioactive materials and 
information of the population and the 
authorities of neighbouring and other 
potentially endangered States.

Justification

States that happen to be in the range of radioactive cloud or water stream resulting from a 
technological hazard may be more endangered (depending on meteorological conditions), 
than neighbouring countries.

Amendment 9

Proposal for a directive
Article 6 – paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. As regards the safety of new nuclear 
power reactors Member States shall aim to 
develop additional safety requirements, in 
line with the continuous improvement of 
safety on the basis of the safety levels 
developed by the Western European 
Nuclear Regulators' Association (WENRA) 
and in close collaboration with the 
European High Level Group on Nuclear 
Safety and Waste Management.

2. As regards the safety of working, life-
extended and new nuclear power reactors
Member States shall aim to develop 
additional safety requirements, in line with 
the continuous improvement of safety on 
the basis of the safety levels developed by 
the Western European Nuclear Regulators' 
Association (WENRA) and in close 
collaboration with the European High 
Level Group on Nuclear Safety and Waste 
Management.

Justification

Safety measures should be compulsory not only for new nuclear power plants but foremost for 
existing and life extended plants, since they normally operate with older technology.

Amendment 10
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Proposal for a directive
Article 7 – paragraph 3

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

3. Licence holders shall allocate adequate 
financial and human resources to fulfil 
their obligations.

3. Licence holders shall allocate adequate 
financial, technical and human resources 
to fulfil their obligations.

Justification

The technical resources count for the accomplishment of effective nuclear safety.

Amendment 11

Proposal for a directive
Article 8 – paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. The regulatory body shall have the 
power to withdraw the operating licence in 
case of serious or repeated safety rules 
breaches in the nuclear installation.

2. The regulatory body shall have the 
power to withdraw the operating licence in 
case of serious (as defined by IAEA 
regulations) or more than three repeated 
safety rules breaches in the nuclear 
installation.

Justification

In order to achieve real safety, clear rules have to be established.

Amendment 12

Proposal for a directive
Article 9

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Appropriate education and training 
opportunities for continuous theoretical 
and practical training in nuclear safety 
shall be made available by Member States 
separately and through trans-national 
cooperation.

Appropriate education and training 
opportunities for continuous theoretical 
and practical training in the best available
nuclear safety practices shall be made 
available by Member States separately and 
through trans-national cooperation and
made obligatory for licence holders.
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Justification

Measures should be established to avoid human error.

Amendment 13

Proposal for a directive
Article 11

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Member States shall submit a report to the 
Commission on the implementation of this 
Directive by [three years after the entry 
into force] at the latest, and every three 
years thereafter. On the basis of the first 
report, the Commission shall present a 
report to the Council on progress made 
with the implementation of this Directive, 
accompanied, if appropriate, by legislative 
proposals.

Member States shall submit a report to the 
Commission on the measures taken to 
fulfil their obligations under this Directive 
and on the safety situation in nuclear 
installations located on their territory by 
one year after the entry into force of this 
Directive, and every year thereafter. 

Every two years the Commission shall 
submit a report to the European 
Parliament and the Council on the 
application of this Directive and on the 
nuclear safety situation in the 
Community, based on the reports 
submitted by the Member States. 

Justification

In order to achieve the highest level of safety of nuclear installations, this framework 
Directive aims at setting out basic obligations and general principles, on the basis of which 
common safety standards will be adopted upon review of this Directive within two years from 
its entry into force. 

Amendment 14

Proposal for a directive
Article 12 – paragraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Member States shall bring into force the 
laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions necessary to comply with this 
Directive by [two years after the date 

Member States shall bring into force the 
laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions necessary to comply with this 
Directive by [18 months after the date 
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referred to in Article 13] at the latest. They 
shall forthwith communicate to the 
Commission the text of those provisions 
and a correlation table between those 
provisions and this Directive.

referred to in Article 13] at the latest. They 
shall forthwith communicate to the 
Commission the text of those provisions 
and a correlation table between those 
provisions and this Directive.

Justification

Two years for transposition and just one year for preparation of the report on the progress 
achieved is imbalanced timetable as there is not enough time to assess the progress on the 
implementation of this Directive.
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